ANY SIZE
ANY CONFIGURATION
ANY APPLICATION

Ideally suited for:

- Broadcast
- Defense & Security
- Energy
- Industrial
- Instrumentation
- Medical
- Transportation
- Sealed options
- ...and volume programs

CONTACTS
PRODUCT RANGE

BRASS
- Highly configurable
- High performance interconnections
- Available in sealed and vacuum tight versions

STAINLESS STEEL
- Corrosion and radiation resistance
- Decontamination and sterilization performance
- Easy handling with gloves

ALULITE™*
- Lightweight, 50% lighter than brass equivalent
- Chromium plated aluminum for best chemical resistance
- Any size and body style for any integration

PLASTIC
- Sterilizable
- Corrosion resistance
- High performing plastic materials

DISPOSABLE
- Cost-effective single use plugs, fast cable assembly
- Reliable and faultless handling
- Modular or turnkey solution
- Mateable with all high performance panel receptacles of the Fischer Core Series Brass 104.

BROADCAST
- Optimized for broadcast cameras
- Outstanding durability
- The best of Triax

* Other colors are available on request.

For more information visit fischerconnectors.com/core